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Purpose: This process allows for an HRP to add goals on behalf of an employee, 
based on a manger’s request.   
 
HRPs have the ability to add goals onto a single worker record and leverage the 
Cascading Goals function. This method provides the HRP to mass disbursement goals 
to employees. This can be done by groups of employees or by supervisory 
organization.  

 
Steps to Adding Goals:  

1. From the Team Performance application,  

 
 
select Add Goal to Employee, located in the Actions column.  
 

 
 

2. Select Create New Goal. 

 

Keep in mind 

 When cascading 
goals by 
supervisory 
organization, the 
added goal will 
apply to all 
members that sit in 
the specific 
organization.  

 
 

Information needed 

 3 – 4 manager 

approved goals, 

written in SMART 

goal format.   

 Weight assignment 

for each goal. 

 Name of 

employee(s) 

and/or supervisory 

organization(s).  
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3. Assign goals to workers.  Apply assignments 2 ways:  

1) By employee(s): select one or multiple employees who sit in different organizations that the 
HRP has access. 
 

2) By organization: This means that the goal is applied to all employees who sit in the 
selected organization; including its subordinate organization, if selected. 

Steps to assign goals.  
a. By employee(s) 

i. In the Employees field, use the related prompt to search and select individual 
employees.   Alternatively, type the employees name in the field.   
 

b. By organization  
i. In the Organizations field, use the related prompt to search and select the 

organization(s). Alternatively, type the organization name in the field. 
 

ii.  Select Include Subordinate Organizations, if the employees of the 
subordinate organization need to be include.  

 
c. Click Ok.  

 

Note, the assign to field are multi-select.  Each field can hold multiple values.  Each box should 
include the employee and/or the organization name the set of goals will apply.   
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4. Add Goals. 

 

a.The blue number, next to Assign To, is a report of each employee to whom the goals apply. 
 
b.Under Goal, enter a goal that is in SMART goal format. 
 
c.Under Description, enter one or two sentences about your goal.  
 
d.Select the organizational goal in the Supports field. Not all organizations will have goals 
available. Skip this step, if no fields are available to select.  
 
e.Under Weighting, type in a percentage to assign a weight to each individual goal. 
 
f.Editable, uncheck to lock the ability for the manager to edit the goals. 
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 Note:  Weighting is used to “skew” the overall calculated rate; which allows the higher rated 
goals to contribute more towards the overall rating.   
 
Total weight assignments must equal 100%, if a goal should not hold a weighted value type in “0” 
for the value. 

 
 

4. Select Add until all goals have been added.  
 

5. After all goals are added, select Submit.  
 

The process routes to the manager for approval.  Once approved the employee receives a To-Do to 
review the updated goals.  
 
This completes the process of adding goals on behalf of an employee using the Cascading Function.  
 
 
 


